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Abstract
Maximal time lags between activities of a project play an important role in practice in
addition to minimal ones. However, maximal time lags have been discussed very rarely in
literature thus far. Projects with minimal and maximal time lags can be modeled by cyclic
activity-on-node networks. The production process for make-to-order production can be
represented by a multi-project network, where the individual operations of the jobs corre-
spond to the nodes of the network. For different product structures, careful consideration
is given to the modelling of a nondelay performance of overlapping operations by appro-
priately establishing minimal and maximal time lags. Additional applications of maximal
time lags (for example, to represent prescribed milestones, due dates, time windows, or
time-varying resource-requirements for activities) are discussed as well.
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1. Introduction
In the late 1950s, methods for planning and scheduling projects were developed based
on network models. Two different types of project networks (also called activity networks)
were introduced. If the activities of the project are assigned to the arcs of a network (and
the durations of the activities correspond to the arc weights), we speak of on activity-on-arc
network (or briefly A-on-A network). If the activities of the project are assigned to the nodes
of a network (and the arc weights represent minimal or maximal time lags between activi-
ties), we speak of an activity-on-node network (or briefly A-on-A network).
A-on-A networks have been widely discussed in literature and used in practice (cf.
Elmaghraby 1977, Neumann 1975, Neumann & Morlock 1993, Wiest & Levy 1977). The so-
called Critical Path Method (abbreviated CPM), the method of project planning and control
which is most often employed in applications, is based on A-on-A networks. On the other
hand, A-on-N networks and the Metra-Potential Method (abbreviated MPM) based on A-
on-N networks have been found very rarely in literature and practice until recently (cf.
Elmaghraby & Kamburowski 1992, Neumann 1975, Neumann & Morlock 1993, Roy 1964).
The latter fact is amazing because A-on-A networks have several disadvantages in com-
parison with A-on-N networks, for example:
(a) To model all the precedence relations among the activities of a project in an A-on-A
network, a large number of dummy activities have to be introduced in general, which
cannot be done in a unique way and is a frequent source of error. In fact, the problem
of finding an A-on-A network with minimum number of dummy activities which cor-
responds to a given project is NP-hard (Garey & Johnson 1979).
(b) Only minimal time lags between different activities can be modeled by an A-on-A net-
work.
This paper gives an introduction to A-on-N networks, which clearly shows the advan-
tages of A-on-N networks over A-on-A networks. In particular, the paper avoids several
careless mistakes in constructing A-on-N networks which are found in literature, and it
stresses the importance of maximal time lags in practice. Section 2 deals with minimal and
maximal time lags between activities.The construction of an A-on-N network is discussed
in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are concerned with applications. Single-item and small-batch
production generally represent a make-to-order production. To carry out a production order
can be viewed as a project. How to model the entire production process, which comprises
a large number of production orders, by a multi-project network is shown in Section 4.
Also, the case of operation overlapping is discussed. Section 5 presents several additional
examples from practice that show the importance of maximal time lags in addition to min-
imal ones.
2. Minimal and Maximal Time Lags between Activities
Suppose that the project in question consists of n activities numbered 1 to n, where each
activity is to be carried out without interruption. In addition the fictitious activities 0 and
n+1 are introduced, which represent the beginning and completion of the project, respec-
tively.
2Let   Dj ≥ 0 be the duration of activity j where   D0 = Dn+1 = 0 . Moreover, let   STj  be the
start time of activity j where we put   ST0:= 0. Then the project duration equals
  
STn+1 = max
j=0,1,...,n+1
STj + Dj( ).
An activity j „  0 is called an initial activity of the project if there is no activity l „  j that
has to be begun before starting activity j. An activity j „  n+1 is called a terminal activity of
the project if there is no activity l „  j which is begun after completing activity j.
Next, we introduce minimal and maximal time lags between the start of two different
activities. A minimal time lag   Tjl
min ≥ 0  between the start of two activities j and l says that
(2.1)   STl − STj ≥ Tjl
min .
If there is a minimal time lag   Tjl
min ≥ 0  between activities j and l, then l is said to follow j.
In case that activity l can be begun before the completion of activity j, that is, activities j
and l "overlap", we have   Tjl
min < Dj .
Remark 1. If two activities j and l can start at the same point in time, we set either
  Tjl
min:= 0  or   Tlj
min:= 0 .
We consider two particular minimal time lags. Sometimes release dates or ready times are
prescribed for some activities. Let   rj ≥ 0  be a given release date of activity j, that is, activity
j is available for performing at time   rj . Then   STj − ST0 ≥ T0 j
min  where   T0 j
min
= rj . In particu-
lar, for each initial activity j of the project, a minimal time lag   T0 j
min is given. If initial activ-
ity j can be started at the beginning of the project, then   T0 j
min
= 0.
If activity j has to be completed a prescribed period of time   Tj ,n+1 before the termination
of the project at the latest, then   Tj ,n+1
min := Tj ,n+1 + Dj  represents a minimal time lag:
  STn+1 − STj ≥ Tj ,n+1
min . In particular, for each terminal activity j of the project, a minimal time
lag   Tj ,n+1
min  is given. If terminal activity j only needs to be completed at the termination of
the project, then   Tj,n+1
min
= Dj  .
Remark 2. If for activity j and for all activities l that follow j it holds that   Tjl
min + Dl < Dj ,
then a minimal time lag   Tj ,n+1
min := Dj  has to be introduced.
Remark 2 ensures that activity j will be completed at the termination of the project.
A maximal time lag   Tjl
max ≥ 0  between the start of two activities j and l says that
(2.2)   STl − STj ≤ Tjl
max .
3Remark 3. The assumption that minimal and maximal time lags are to be nonnegative does
not mean any loss of generality. Suppose that there is a minimal time lag   Tjl
min < 0 between
activities j and l. Putting   Tlj
max := −Tjl
min  > 0, (2.1) becomes
  STj − STl ≤ Tlj
max
that is, we have a positive maximal time lag   Tlj
max  between activities l and j. Similarly,
negative maximal time lags can be replaced by positive minimal time lags.
Assumption 1. If there is a maximal time lag   Tjl
max  between two activities j and l, there
exist a sequence of activities   j0 = j, j1,... , jm−1, jm = l  and minimal time lags   Tj0 j1
min ,... ,Tjm−1 jm
min .
Moreover, it has to hold that
(2.3)   Tj0 j1
min +...+Tjm−1 jm
min ≤ Tjl
max .
Obviously, in practical projects, a maximal time lag   Tjl
max  only makes sense if Assump-
tion 1 is satisfied. In Section 3 we will see that if Assumption 1 is violated, there is no fea-
sible time schedule of the project.
Remark 4. If two activities j and l have to start at the same point in time, we set either
  Tjl
min:= Tjl
max := 0  or   Tlj
min:= Tlj
max := 0 .
We consider two particular maximal time lags. Sometimes deadlines are prescribed for
some activities. Let   dj ≥ Dj  be a given deadline for activity j, that is, activity j has to be
completed by time   dj . Then   STj − ST0 ≤ T0 j
max  where   T0 j
max
= dj ≥ Dj . If activity j can be
begun a prescribed period of time   Tj ,n+1
max  before the termination of the project at the earli-
est, then   Tj ,n+1
max  represents a maximal time lag:   STn+1 − STj ≤ Tj ,n+1
max .
Some time constraints that occur in practice frequently can be expressed in terms of
minimal and maximal time lags, for example:
(a) Activity l has to be carried out after activity j without any delay, that is,
  STl − STj = Dj . This constraint can be ensured by introducing minimal and maximal
time lags such that   Tjl
min
= Tjl
max
= Dj .
(b) If activity j has to be begun at the point in time   T0 j
min exactly, we introduce minimal
and maximal time lags such that   T0 j
min
= T0 j
max .
4Since the minimal and maximal time lags introduced above connect the start times of
two activites, they are also called start-to-start time lags. In a similar manner, we may in-
troduce finish-to-finish, start-to-finish, and finish-to-start time lags. Those four different time
lags can easily be converted into one another. As an example, consider the conversion of
finish-to-start time lags into start-to-start time lags and vice versa. Let   FTj := STj + Dj  be
the finish time of activity j. Moreover, let   
SSTjl
min  and   
SSTjl
max  (instead of   Tjl
min and   Tjl
max  as
above) be the minimal and maximal start-to-start time lags, respectively, and let   
FSTjl
min
and   
FSTjl
max  be the minimal and maximal finish-to-start time lags, respectively. Then
  STl − FTj ≥
FSTjl
min
  STl − FTj ≤
FSTjl
max
where
   
FSTjl
min
=
SSTjl
min
− Dj
  
FSTjl
max
=
SSTjl
max
− Dj
(compare (2.1) and (2.2)).
3. Construction and Properties of an Activity-on-Node Network
We assign the nodes 0, 1,..., n+1 of a network to the activities 0, 1,..., n+1 of the project in
question (and identify the activities with the nodes). If there is a minimal time lag   Tjl
min
between activities j and l, we introduce an arc <j,l> with weight   bjl := Tjl
min . If there is a
maximal time lag   Tjl
max  between activities j and l, we introduce a backward arc <l,j> with
weight   blj := −Tjl
max . Let V={0, 1,..., n+1} be the node set and E be the arc set of the resulting
A-on-N network. The time constraints (2.1) and (2.2) can then be summarized as
(3.1)   STl − STj ≥ bjl for all < j, l >∈E
We state some properties of an A-on-N network where for the basic concepts from the the-
ory of graphs and networks, we refer to Neumann & Morlock (1993). By Remarks 1 and 4,
an A-on-N network does not contain parallel arcs. In general, there are positive arc
weights (corresponding to minimal time lags) as well as negative arc weights
(corresponding to maximal time lags) in an A-on-N network. By Assumption 1, each
backward arc (with nonpositive weight) belongs to a cycle of the network. Inequality (2.3)
guaranties that there are no cycles of positive length. Since an A-on-N network corre-
sponds to a real project, the network is weakly connected. Moreover, each node j is reach-
able from node 0 (beginning of the project), and from each node j, node n+1 (termination
of the project) is reachable. By the above construction, the A-on-N network assigned to a
project with given minimal and maximal time lags is uniquely determined aside from the
orientation of null cycles, that is, cycles all of whose arcs have weight 0.
5A sequence of start times   (ST0 ,ST1,... ,STn+1) where   ST0 = 0 and   STj ≥ 0 for j = 1,... ,n + 1
is called a (time) schedule of a project or a respective A-on-N network. A schedule is said to
be feasible if it satisfies inequality (3.1). A feasible schedule that minimizes the project dura-
tion   STn+1 is called (time-) optimal. Let D* be the minimum project duration.
An earliest schedule   (EST0 ,EST1,... ,ESTn+1)  is a feasible schedule with   ESTj ≤ STj  (j=0,
1,...,n+1) for all feasible schedules   (ST0 ,ST1,... ,STn+1). Analogously, a latest schedule
  (LST0 ,LST1,... ,LSTn+1) is a feasible schedule with   LSTn+1 = D *  and   LSTj ≥ STj  (j=0,
1,...,n+1) for all feasible schedules   (ST0 ,ST1,... ,STn+1). Note that   EST0 = LST0 = 0  and
  ESTn+1 = D *.
It is well-known that the earliest start time   ESTj  of activity j equals the length of a longest
path from node 0 to node j in the respective A-on-N network. Similarly, for the latest start
time   LSTj ,   D * −LSTj  equals the length of a longest path from node j to node n+1. If a
deadline   d ≥ D *  for the completion of the project is prescribed, then D* has to be replaced
by d for latest start times   LSTj . The temporal analysis of a project or a corresponding A-on-
N network consists of the computation of the earliest and latest start times   ESTj  and   LSTj
(j=0, 1,...,n+1), which can be done in O(|V||E|) time by a so-called label-correcting algo-
rithm (see Neumann & Morlock 1993).
Let us now drop the second part of Assumption 1 and establish the first part as
Convention 1. If there is a maximal time lag   Tjl
max  between two activities j and l, there
exist a sequence of activities   j0 = j, j1,... , jm = l and minimal time lags   Tj0 j1
min ,... ,Tjm−1 jm
min .
Note that Convention 1 ensures that each backward arc belongs to a cycle, however, it
does not exclude cycles of positive length. Convention 1 means no loss of generality be-
cause it can always be satisfied, if necessary, by introducing a dummy activity or respec-
tively node and auxiliary arcs (compare Brinkmann 1992).
j l
blj 0£
Fig. 1
j l
blj £ 0
0
k
0 0 0
Fig. 2
6Consider the example shown in Figure 1 where <l,j> is a backward arc and it is sup-
posed that there is no path from node j to node l. Figure 1 can be replaced by Figure 2
where k is a dummy node or respectively activity of duration 0 and <0,k>, <k,j>, and <k,l>
are auxiliary arcs with weight 0. Figure 1 says that
(3.2)   STl − STj ≤ Tjl
max
= −blj .
By Figure 2
(3.3)   STj − STk ≥ 0 or STj ≥ STk
and
  0 ≤ STl − STk ≤ −blj
which implies
(3.4)   STk ≥ STl + blj .
From (3.3) and (3.4) it follows that
  STj ≥ STl + blj
that is, (3.2) is satisfied. Moreover, the length of longest paths from node 0 to nodes j and l,
respectively, and the longest path lengths from nodes j and l, respectively, to node n+1 in
the original A-on-N network coincide with the corresponding path lengths in the network
obtained by replacing Figure 1 with Figure 2. As a consequence, the temporal analysis in
both networks provides the same results.
Finally, we state one of the main results on A-on-N networks.
Theorem 1. There exists a feasible schedule exactly if the respective A-on-N network
does not contain any cycle of positive length.
For the proof we refer to Neumann (1975) or Bartusch et al. (1988).
4. Multi-Project Networks in Make-to-Order Production
4.1 Basic Concepts
In Section 3, a feasible schedule has been defined as a sequence of start times which satis-
fies inequality (3.1). An implicit assumption of this definition and the corresponding tem-
poral analysis is the availability of unlimited capacity of resources needed for the execu-
tion of activities. In reality, however, resources are always scarce.
In the following, we will assume that K renewable resources i (i=1,...,K) are required for
carrying out the project. A resource i is called renewable if its (limited) capacity   Ri  is avail-
able in each period independently of its utilization in previous periods. Let 0 £    rij  £    Ri  be
7the period capacity of resource i required for the execution of activity j (j = 1,...,n;
i = 1,...,K). All parameters (minimal and maximal time lags, per period capacities of re-
sources, per period usage of resources, and activity durations) are supposed to be integer-
valued. We assume that each activity is carried out without interruption (nonpreemptive
processing).
Let 
  
V(t):= j ∈ 1,... ,n{ } t − Dj < STj ≤ t{ } be the set of activities in execution at time t or in
time interval [t,t+1[, respectively. Let T be an upper bound on the project duration. The
Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem with minimal and maximal time lags
(RCPSP/max) for the A-on-A network N of Section 3 can be stated as follows:
  
(RCPSP / max)
min STn+1
s.t. STl − STj ≥ bjl (< j, l >∈E)
rij
j∈V(t)
∑ ≤ Ri (i = 1,... , K ;t = 0,... ,T − 1)
ST0 = 0
STj ∈Z+ ( j = 1,... ,n)
Activity splitting is not allowed





For a formulation of RCPSP/max as a linear optimization problem with binary vari-
ables we refer to Franck and Schwindt (1995). The decision problem whether there is a fea-
sible solution of a given RCPSP/max (feasibility problem) is in general NP-hard (see
Bartusch et al. 1988).
The Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem without maximal time lags
(RCPSP) has been treated by numerous authors (Christofides et al. 1987, Demeulemeester
& Herroelen 1992, Stinson et al. 1978, Talbot & Patterson 1978). Exact algorithms for
RCPSP/max can be found in Bartusch (1983) and Bartusch et al. (1988), for heuristic pro-
cedures we refer to Brinkmann & Neumann (1994), Neumann & Zhan (1995), and Zhan
(1994).
One of the most promising fields of application for resource-constrained project
scheduling is the production scheduling in make-to-order production. A production sys-
tem is classified as make-to-order if all products are manufactured only in response to cus-
tomer orders, that is, no inventories are built up for future sale.
A well-known concept for production planning in manufacturing is Materials Require-
ments Planning (MRP). MRP systems are computerized data processing systems to sched-
ule production and control the level of inventory for components. MRP consists of four
phases: determination of gross requirements of final products, subassemblies, and compo-
nents (bill of materials explosion), determination of net requirements (based on the gross
requirements, scheduled receipts, and inventory), lot-sizing, and time phasing (taking into
account production lead times). MRP analysis provides order releases for final products,
subassemblies, and components which have to be processed on a given set of machines.
For details we refer to Chase & Aquilano (1989), Evans et al. (1990), Heizer & Render
(1993), or Nahmias (1993).
In contrast to assemble-to-order systems, in make-to-order systems even components
and subassemblies are manufactured only if they are required for the production of a cus-
tomer-ordered final product. Therefore, phases 2 and 3 of MRP (determination of net
requirements and lot-sizing) are skipped in make-to-order production.
8Since MRP does not explicitly take resource capacities into consideration, usually revi-
sions in the scheduled order releases will be necessary, often resulting in large flow times
of the ordered products. Recently, a new (capacity-oriented) MRP concept has been pre-
sented by Drexl et al. (1994), which tries to overcome this drawback.
The separation of material and capacity requirements planning can be avoided by using
algorithms for resource-constrained scheduling. On an aggregate level, we will determine
milestones (latest start times) for the production of components and subassemblies by a
resource-unconstrained temporal analysis in an aggregate network. The detailed
scheduling of all operations which need to be performed for the manufacturing of cus-
tomer orders will be based on a multi-project network. Together with the resource data,
this network defines an instance of RCPSP/max corresponding to an appropriate formula-
tion of the basic make-to-order production scheduling problem.
In this section, we show how to transform a given production scheduling problem into
a problem of type RCPSP/max which allows for modelling both overlapping operations
and delivery dates for customer orders.
The following input data are supposed to be available:
(1) Customer orders. A customer order (cf. Figure 3) consists of
- several products j ˛  J
- demands (order quantities)   xj
d ,   ( j ∈ J)
- delivery dates (deadlines) dj,   ( j ∈ J)
For convenience, we assume that each customer-ordered product belongs to exactly
one customer order. If there is more than one order of product j, we let   xj
d  be the sum
of all order quantities of product j and the deadline dj be the minimum of all dead-
lines belonging to product j.
Customer Product j Part # Delivery date dj
X
X
Y
product I
product B
product b
23
13
11
2
1
3
200
120
130
X product II 37 1 250
Order quantity x j
d
Fig. 3: Customer orders
(2) Bills of materials, gozinto graphs, or product trees (with the input coefficient ajl denoting
the number of units of product j which are directly built in one unit of
product l). Usually, parts can be divided into components, subassemblies, and final
products (cf. Figure 4, where c is a purchased component).
9b a c
A B
I
2 31
22
4
a b a c
A B
I
2 31
22
4
Part #
1 final product I
2 subassemblies A
2 components b
4 components a
2 subassemblies B
1 component a
3 components c
13
7
7
3
11
23
17
Bill of Materials
Bill of materials Product treeGozinto graph
Fig. 4: Bill of materials, gozinto graph, and product tree
In the following, xj will denote the number of units of product j required for the pro-
duction of all customer-ordered products. Since in manufacturing gozinto graphs do
not contain cycles, xj can easily be determined by evaluating the following expression
for each product j in the order of nondecreasing levels (the level of product j is de-
fined to be the maximal number of arcs of a path in the gozinto graph from j to a final
product):
  
xj := xj
d + ajlxl
l∈ l© ajl © >0{ }∑
j ∈ J( ).
For the example given by Figures 3 and 4 we obtain: xI = 2, xA = 4, xB = 5, xa = 21,
xb = 11, and xc = 15 (without the units needed for the assembly of product II).
Since lot sizing is dropped in make-to-order production, xj corresponds to the pro-
cessed lot size. In what follows, a job j will stand for the manufacturing of all xj units of
product j.
(3) Delivery dates rj of purchased components. If product j has to be purchased, rj denotes
that time where all xj required units of product j become available. If the xj units of
product j are in stock, we set rj := 0. Figure 5 shows the delivery date of a purchased
product c, which is a component of both final products I and II.
Supplier Component j Part # Order quantity xj Delivery date rj
Z component c 3 20 15
Fig. 5: Purchased components
(4) The number   mi  of available machines of type   Mi  (i=1,...,K). The machines correspond
to the renewable resources in RCPSP/max.
(5) Order-independent schedules of (job) operations which contain information about
- the set Mj of machines Mi on which product j is to be processed,
- the sequence of activities or operations of job j determined by technological and
organizational restrictions, where each operation corresponds to the processing of
job j on exactly one of the machines from Mj ,
- the setup time J ij and the processing time pij of a single unit of job j on machine Mi.
10
By an operation (i,j) we mean the setup of machine Mi and the processing of all xj
units of product j on machine Mi. The duration Dij of (i,j) equals   ϑij + xjpij . An opera-
tion corresponds to an activity in problem RCPSP/max.
Figure 6 shows the schedule of operations for final product I given by Figure 4.
Product j Machines Mi Processing time pij Setup time J ij
I M1
M2
A M4
M3
M1
B M2
M4
a M4
M1
5
3
7
2
3
2
2
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
3
2
1b
M4
M2
2
1
2
2
Fig. 6: Schedule of  operations
(6) Transportation lot size   qik
j  of product j from machine Mi to Mk. If after the processing
on machine Mi product j is built in a subassembly or final product l,   qik
j ajl  is
assumed to be integer-valued.
(7) Transfer time   tik
j  of   qik
j  units of product j from machine Mi to Mk.
(8) Minimum number   fik
j  of units of product j which have to be finished on machine Mi
before some transfer from Mi to Mk can be started (for the first time).
Note that we have to distinguish between three different kinds of times:
- processing time pij: during processing time pij, both machine Mi and exactly one unit of
product j are not available for other tasks.
- setup time J ij: machine Mi is not available during the setup time, whereas units of
product j can still be processed on preceding machines. In real-life applications, the
setup often cannot be done without having available one of the units to be processed. In
this case, the corresponding part of the setup time has to be interpreted as part of the
total processing time of the xj units.
- transfer time   tik
j : obviously, a unit transferred from one machine to another is not avail-
able for processing. Machines are not affected by part transfer. Transportation times as
well as waiting times (due to technological reasons, for example, the time for drying
lacquer or glue) can be considered to be transfer times.
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In the following four Subsections 4.2 to 4.5, we will propose an approach for modelling
scheduling problems in make-to-order production using appropriate A-on-N networks.
Subsection 4.2 deals with the construction of a simple acyclic A-on-N network which is
used for the computation of milestones. Here resource constraints will not yet be taken
into consideration.
The fixing of minimal and maximal time lags between the start of different operations
will be treated in Subsection 4.3. In the case of so-called repeat parts (parts which are com-
ponents of several subassemblies or final products), we have to determine a sequence in
which the units of repeat parts have to be allotted to the products in which they are built.
This sequence generally has a strong impact on the completion times of the ordered prod-
ucts.
In Subsection 4.4, it will be shown how to use minimal and maximal time lags together
with the bills of materials, schedules of operations, release dates of purchased products,
and deadlines for customer-ordered products to construct a cyclic A-on-N network, where
each operation corresponds to an activity.
The network constructed will be used in Subsection 4.5 for establishing a project
scheduling problem of type RCPSP/max corresponding to the given make-to-order pro-
duction scheduling problem. This problem can be solved approximately by one of the
heuristic algorithms from literature mentioned above.
Figure 7 shows the individual phases of the modelling process.
Construction of simple
acyclic network for
milestone calculation
(cf. Section 4.2)
Resource-unconstrained
temporal analysis
(cf. Section 3)
Determination of minimal
and maximal time lags
between overlapping
operations (cf. Section 4.3)
Formulation and solution
of RCPSP/max
(cf. Section 4.5)
Construction of cyclic
RCPSP/max-network
(cf. Section 4.4)
Customer orders
Bill of materials
Schedules of operations
Acyclic network
Acyclic network Milestones
Customer orders
Bill of materials
Schedules of operations
Organizational data
Time lags
Operations
Time lags
Operations
Deadlines
Cyclic network
Cyclic network
Resource data Production plan
Input Output
Fig. 7: Flow chart for modelling a make-to-order production scheduling problem
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4.2 Milestones for the Start Times of Components, Subassemblies, and Final Products
Milestones can be used on an aggregate level to answer questions such as:
- Can due dates be met? If not, which date can be promised to the customer?
- Manufacturing of which products seems to be (time) critical?
- Will it be necessary to schedule additional shifts? How many workers will be required
and in which period of time?
For the computation of milestones, we perform a temporal analysis in acyclic A-on-N
networks (cf. Section 3). An activity j (or the corresponding node in the network, respec-
tively) will represent the production of all xj units of product j.
Units of intermediate (that is, non-final) products which have been customer-ordered
will not be needed for further processing. Hence, we have to distinguish between the
manufacturing of units which are directly customer-ordered and the manufacturing of
units which are components or subassemblies of customer-ordered products.
The following Algorithm 1 constructs an acyclic A-on-N network for a single final
product. Since the temporal analysis does not take care of the dependencies between the
manufacturing of several final products which are due to the scarce resources, we perform
a separate temporal analysis for each final product (which is advantageous as far as the
computational effort is concerned).
Algorithm 1. Construction of an acyclic A-on-N network Nl for the determination of milestones
for final product l
Start with the network structure of the gozinto graph of product l. Remove all nodes
(and incident arcs) which correspond to purchased components. Weight each remaining
arc   < j1, j2 > with 
  
ϑij1 + aj1 j2 xj2 pij1( )
Mi ∈M j
∑ . The weight corresponds to the time needed for
the manufacturing of all units of product j1 that are required for the assembly of all   xj2
units of product j2.
Introduce a supersource a  and arcs from a  to all nodes representing components j, and
weight the arcs < a ,j> with 0. Add further arcs from a  to the subassemblies j in which pur-
chased components are directly built. Weight these arcs < a ,j> with delivery date   rj © ,
where j' is the purchased component with maximal delivery date built in j.
Connect each customer-ordered product j with an artificial sink   ω j  and weight the cor-
responding arc <j,  ω j> with 
  
ϑij + xjd pij( )
Mi ∈M j
∑ . The latter weight corresponds to the time
needed for the manufacturing of all ordered units of product j. o
Figure 8 shows the resulting A-on-N network NI for product I of Figure 4.
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Fig. 8: Network for the determination of milestones
Let FPj be the set which contains product j and all final products l in which units of
product j are built. Let Ll(j1,j2) be the length of a longest path from node j1 to node j2 in the
network Nl of product l. If a product j has not been customer-ordered, we set   dj := ∞. The
milestone MSj for the start time of product j can be determined as follows:
  
MSj := min
l∈FPj
min dl − Ll( j,ωl );dj − ϑij + xjd pij( )
Mi ∈M j
∑












.
Since we are only interested in longest paths from nodes j to sinks   ωl , the temporal
analysis can be restricted to the calculation of latest start times for products j.
For the example given by Figure 8 we obtain M SI = 179, MSB = 112, MSA = 127,
MSb = 90, MSa = 105.
Remark 5. Since we do not take resource constraints into consideration, the milestones
tend to be too large, that is, the corresponding activities will be started too late. This effect,
however, is lessened by the fact that we have not considered the possibility of overlapping
operations yet, which will be discussed in Subsection 4.3.
4.3 Minimal and Maximal Time Lags between Overlapping Operations
If xj > 1, the time lag between the start of two successive operations (i,j) and (k,j) may be
less than the duration Dij of operation (i,j). To allow such an overlapping of successive
operations, units belonging to job j have to be transferred to Mk before the completion of
the preceding operation (i,j). Of course, we may transfer units of j from Mi to Mk as soon as
they have been processed on Mi. In that case, however, if pij > pkj, the processing of opera-
tion (k,j) will be interrupted after the processing of each unit of product j. Next, we will
show how to use minimal and maximal time lags such that the processing of an operation
will not be interrupted, that is, no idle times will occur between the processing of two suc-
cessive units of one and the same product on a given machine.
Günther (1992) employs minimal start-to-start and finish-to-finish time lags for some of
the cases treated in what follows. As we will see, overlapping operations may require the
use of maximal time lags, too. We will only use start-to-start time lags. Different types of
time lags can easily be converted into start-to-start time lags as shown in Section 2.
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If there are repeat parts, we have to decide on the sequence in which the units of a
repeat part have to be allotted to products in which they will be built. The approach of
Günther (1992) for the (implicit) scheduling of repeat parts can only be used for a temporal
analysis relaxing all resource constraints. Therefore, we will propose new algorithms for
the sequencing of the allotment of repeat parts j (allotment sequencing problem ASP(j)) which
can be used in case of scarce resources.
(a) Linear product structure
The structure of a product is called linear, if each node of the corresponding gozinto
graph has at most one (immediate) predecessor and at most one (immediate) successor.
No assembly operations are to be performed on such a product.
We first consider the case   tik
j  = 0,   qik
j  = 1, and   fik
j  = 1 for all j ˛  J,   Mi , Mk ∈M j , with (k,j)
being the operation succeeding operation (i,j) in the schedule of operations for product j.
We have to distinguish between two subcases:
(i)   pij ≤ pkj
Each unit of product j completed on machine Mi can immediately be transferred to ma-
chine Mk. The setup of Mk can be accomplished before the arrival of the first unit of j. For
the time lag   Tij ,kj  between the start of operations (i,j) and (k,j) we obtain (cf. Figure 9)
(4.1)   Tij ,kj = ϑij + pij − ϑkj .
If   ϑkj ≤ ϑij + pij , then   Tij ,kj  is nonnegative and we introduce a minimal time lag
  Tij ,kj
min:= Tij ,kj . Otherwise,   Tij ,kj  becomes negative and we introduce a maximal time lag
  Tkj ,ij
max := −Tij ,kj > 0  (compare Section 2). All time lags   T·,· occurring in present Section 4 can
either be nonnegative or negative. Accordingly, we have to introduce minimal or respec-
tively maximal time lags between the start of the corresponding operations.
678
ijp
1 2 3
J kj
J ij
123 t
Mk
Mi
678
Tkj,ij
max
pkj
Fig. 9: Overlapping operations with pij £  pkj
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(ii)   pij > pkj
If the processing on machine Mi takes more time than the processing on machine Mk,
the units finished on Mi cannot immediately be transferred to Mk. Otherwise we have to
wait   pij − pkj > 0 units of time for the arrival of the next unit of product j at machine Mk. To
allow a non-preemptive processing of product j on Mk, the first unit will be started on Mk
  xj(pij − pkj ) units of time after its completion on machine Mi (cf. Figure 10). For the time
lag   Tij ,kj  we obtain
(4.2)   Tij ,kj = ϑij + xj pij − (xj − 1)pkj − ϑkj
678
1 2 3
678
123
t
Tij,kj
min
Mi
Mk
J ij pij
J kj pkj
Fig. 10: Overlapping operations with pij > pkj
A transfer time   tik
j  of product j from machine Mi to machine Mk can be taken into account
by adding   tik
j  to the time lag:
(4.3)
  
Tij ,kj =
ϑij + pij − ϑkj + tik
j ,  if pij ≤ pkj
ϑij + xj pij − (xj − 1)pkj − ϑkj + tik
j ,  otherwise



Remark 6. If xj = 1, there is no difference between non-overlapping and overlapping pro-
cessing. In this case, formula (4.3) provides the same value for both cases.
Automated transfer systems like AGVs (automated guided vehicles) or conveyers nor-
mally use pallets or standardized boxes (cf. Askin & Standridge, 1993). The transportation
lot size   qik
j  will then be greater than one. To obtain the appropriate time lags, we have to
increase   Tij ,kj  by the processing time of   qik
j
− 1 units of product j on machine Mi or machine
Mk, depending on whether   pij ≤ pkj  or   pij > pkj :
(4.4)
  
Tij ,kj =
ϑij + qik
j pij − ϑkj + tik
j ,  if pij ≤ pkj
ϑij + xj pij − (xj − qik
j )pkj − ϑkj + tik
j ,  otherwise



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Remark 7. If   xj = qik
j , there is no difference between non-overlapping and overlapping
processing. In this case, formula (4.4) provides the same value for both cases.
If there is a minimum number of units   fik
j  > 1 which have to be processed on machine
Mi before the first lot of product j can be passed over to the succeeding machine Mk, we
have to distinguish between three cases:
(i)   pij ≤ pkj
The processing time   qik
j pij  has to be replaced by   
max fik
j ,qik
j{ } ⋅ pij .
(ii)   pij > pkj  and   xj pij − (xj − qik
j )pkj ≥ fik
j pij
Since the processing-time-based time lag   xj pij − (xj − qik
j )pkj  is greater than or equal to
the time needed for the completion of   fik
j  units on machine Mi, the time lag remains un-
changed.
(iii)   pij > pkj  and   xj pij − (xj − qik
j )pkj < fik
j pij
In this case (which has not been considered by Günther, 1992), the first transportation
lot can be transferred to the successive machine Mk immediately after the completion of   fik
j
units on machine Mi.
Remark 8. It can easily be shown that in case of   pij > pkj ,   xj pij − (xj − qik
j )pkj < fik
j pij
implies   fik
j > qik
j .
In summary, for linear product structures, we obtain the following time lag   Tij ,kj
between the start of two successive operations (i,j) and (k,j):
(4.5)
  
Tij ,kj =
ϑij + max fik
j ,qik
j{ }⋅ pij − ϑkj + tikj ,  if pij ≤ pkj
ϑij + xj pij − (xj − qik
j )pkj − ϑkj + tik
j ,
if pij > pkj and xj pij − (xj − qik
j )pkj ≥ fik
j pij
ϑij + fik
j pij − ϑkj + tik
j ,  otherwise





Remark 9. If 
  
xj = max fik
j ,qik
j{ } , there is no difference between non-overlapping and over-
lapping processing. Then formula (4.5) provides the same time lag in any case.
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(b) Convergent product structure
The structure of a product is said to be convergent if the corresponding gozinto graph
represents an intree. Products of a convergent structure do not contain any repeat part. Let
j be a component or subassembly which has to be built in the subassembly or end item l,
respectively, and let   ajl  denote the corresponding input coefficient. To determine the time
lag   Tij ,kl  between the start of setting up the last machine Mi for product j and setting up
the first machine Mk for product l, we have to consider three cases in analogy to a linear
product structure. We obtain
(4.6)
  
Tij ,kl =
ϑij + max ajl , fik
j ,qik
j{ } ⋅ pij − ϑkl + tikj ,  if ajl pij ≤ pkl
ϑij + ajl xl pij − (xl −
qik
j
ajl
)pkl − ϑkl + tik
j ,
if ajl pij > pkl and ajl xl pij − (xl −
qik
j
ajl
)pkl ≥ fik
j pij
ϑij + max ajl , fik
j{ } ⋅ pij − ϑkl + tikj ,  otherwise





Remark 10. If   ajl = 1, (4.6) corresponds to formula (4.5).
(c) General product structure
The determination of appropriate time lags becomes more difficult if we have to deal
with products which are components of more than one subassembly or final product
(repeat parts).
Let, for product j, Pj be the set of all products l with   ajl  > 0. Let, for product l,   Pl  be the
set of products j with   ajl  > 0. Moreover, let j(l) be the job which consists of the manufactur-
ing of   xl ajl  units of product j needed for the assembly of the demand of product l, and let
subjob   jr ,s(l) denote the processing of the r-th unit of product j built in the s-th unit of
product l (r = 1,...,  ajl , s = 1,...,  xl ). Before we are able to determine time lags in a similar
manner as for a linear or convergent product structure, we have to decide on the sequence
S(j) in which the finished units of j have to be allotted to the units of products   l ∈Pj .
Clearly, the maximal completion time of units of products   l ∈Pj  depends on the allotment
sequence S(j).
Let p
l
 be the time between two successive completions of units of product l
(  λ ∈Pj ∪ j{ }). An estimation of   pλ  is given by 
  
Äpλ :=
piλ
mi
Mi ∈M λ
∑ . Let   Cjr ,s (l)  be the completion
time of subjob   jr ,s(l) given that the processing of the required units of product j is started
at time 0, and let   Cls  be the completion time of the assembly of the s-th unit of product l,
given that all required units of products   j©∈Pl \ j{ } have been completed at this time.
Then
  
Vj(t):= jr ,s(l) l ∈Pj ,r = 1,... , ajl , s = 1,... , xl ,t < Cjr ,s (l) ≤ t + pj{ }
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represents the set of jobs   jr ,s(l) which are in execution at time t, and
  
Wl(t):= s ∈ 1,... ,xl{ } t < Cls ≤ t + pl{ }
is the set of units of products l which are assembled at time t.
We state the allotment sequencing problem ASP(j) for units of product j:
  
ASP( j)
min max
l∈Pj
Cj(l)
s.t. Cj(l) ≥ max
r ,s
Cjr ,s (l) + pl (l ∈Pj )
Vj(t) ≤ 1 (t = 0,... , pj xl ajl
l∈Pj
∑ − 1)
Wl(t) ≤ 1 (l ∈Pj ,t = 0,... , xl(ajl
l∈Pj
∑ pj + pl ) − 1)
min
l∈Pj
min
r ,s
Cjr ,s (l) = pj
Splitting of subjobs 
jr ,s(l) is not allowed (l ∈Pj ,r = 1,... , ajl , s = 1,... , xl )





ASP(j) says that the maximum completion time of all products   l ∈Pj  in which units of
product j have to be built is to be minimized. The completion time of all units of product
  l ∈Pj  is greater than or equal to the the completion of the last unit of product j allotted to
product l plus the time interval between two successive completions of units of product l.
At most one unit of product j or product l, respectively, can be processed at the same time.
The processing of the first unit of product j is started at time 0. The processing of units of
product j cannot be interrupted.
Remark 11. The objective function of ASP(j) has been chosen in accordance with the
objective function 
  
STn+1 = max
j=1,...,n
STj + Dj{ } of RCPSP/max.
As an example we consider some product II shown in Figure 11.
31
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Fig. 11: Gozinto graph
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For the assembly of one unit of product II, 7 units of product a are needed in total. If the
order size of II equals one, we obtain 105 possible sequences for the allotment of the 7
units of component a to the units of subassemblies B, C, and D. A possible allotment se-
quence of a  is S(a) = (C,D,C,B,C,D,C). With the order quantities given in Figure 4, the
number of possible sequences grows up to   
(16+6+4+2)!
16!6!4!2! ≈ 4.216 ⋅10
11.
In general, we obtain
(4.7)
  
xl ajl
l∈Pj
∑





! xl ajl( )l∈Pj∏ !
possible sequences for the allotment of units of product j to products l with   ajl > 0.
In what follows, we will consider the problem ASP(j)/block, a special case of problem
ASP(j), where the allotment sequence S(j) is of the form of a so-called block structure:
   
S( j) = l1,... , l1
ajl1xl1
1 2 3 , l2 ,... , l2
ajl2 xl2
1 24 34 ,... , lν ,... , lν
ajlν xlν
1 24 34





 (ν = Pj ).
Remark 12: We obtain a formulation of ASP(j)/block by replacing "Splitting of subjobs
  jr ,s(l) is not allowed   (l ∈Pj ,r = 1,... , ajl , s = 1,... , xl )" with "Splitting of jobs j(l) is not allowed
(  l ∈Pj)" in the formulation of ASP(j).
In problem ASP(j)/block, the number of possible sequences is reduced to n !. The
following Algorithm 2 provides an optimal solution of ASP(j)/block:
Algorithm 2. Allotment sequencing problem with block structure ASP(j)/block
Step 1: Initialization
Let 
  
ql := max xl pl − (xl − 1) ajl pj ; pl{ } (  l ∈Pj) and S(j) := ( ).
Step 2: Assignment
Put the products   l ∈Pj  in order of nonincreasing values of ql in the sorted list
  L = l1, l2 ,... , lν( ). Break ties arbitrarily.
FOR l  = 1 TO 
  
Pj  DO
FOR m  = 1 TO   xlλ ajlλ  DO
   S( j):= S( j)olλ  (put   lλ  at the end of list S(j))
END (* FOR *)
END (* FOR *) o
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Remark 13. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is 
  
O Pj log Pj( )
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 solves ASP(j)/block to optimality.
Sketch of proof.
A well-known result of job-shop scheduling theory states that the single-machine prob-
lem 1||Lmax (minimization of the maximum lateness of jobs j with given due dates d j) can
be solved to optimality by the EDD-rule (Earliest Due Date first), where the lateness Lj of
job j is defined as   Lj := Cj − δ j ,   Cj  being the completion time of job j.
By setting   qj := δ − δ j  > 0 (d  being an appropriate constant), we obtain the corresponding
single-machine problem 1|q>0|Cmax (minimization of the maximal completion time of all
jobs j with given tails qj, where qj is the time the processed units of products j have to stay
in the system after the completion of the corresponding job).
Let S be the solution space of the given problem of type 1||Lmax. Obviously, S will also
constitute the solution space of the corresponding problem of type 1|q>0|Cmax. Since
  
min
S∈S
Lmax(S) = min
S∈S
max
j
Cj(S) − δ j{ } = min
S∈S
max
j
Cj(S) + qj{ } − δ = min
S∈S
Cmax(S){ } − δ ,
each optimal sequence   S* ∈S  for problem 1||Lmax is an optimal sequence for the corre-
sponding problem 1|q>0|Cmax, too.
In Step 1 of Algorithm 2 we set 
  
ql := max xl pl − (xl − 1)ajl pj ; pl{ } . Since ql represents the
amount of time the   ajl xl  units of product j manufactured for the demand of product l have
to spend in the system after their completion, ASP(j)/block is equivalent to the corre-
sponding problem 1||Lmax, which can be solved to optimality by applying the EDD-rule.
q
Example 1.
Consider the product structure of Figure 3. Table 1 shows the processing and assembly
times of a unit of products a, B, C, and D, respectively.
Product Processing /
assembly time
a pa = 1
D pD = 1
B pB = 4
C pC = 3
Tab. 1: Processing and assembly times
We assume that all items of components b and c needed for the assembly of B, C, and D
have been completed at time 0.
Applying Algorithm 2 to ASP(a) we obtain S(a) = (B,C,C,C,C,D,D) or S(a ) =
(C,C,C,C,B,D,D) both leading to 
  
max
l∈Pa
Ca(l) = 9 (cf. Figure 12).
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S(a) = (C,C,C,C,B,D,D)
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Fig. 12: Gantt chart for the allotment of units of a repeat part
As we will see later, there is a feasible solution S(a) = (C,C,B,C,C,D,D) to ASP(a) with
  
max
l∈Pa
Cl=8. Hence, the restriction to block structures may lead to suboptimal solutions for
the allotment sequencing problem. Therefore, we will propose a heuristic which
(approximately) solves the more general allotment sequencing problem ASP(j). In the fol-
lowing Algorithm 3, let   P ⊆ Pj  be the set of subassemblies or final products for which not
all required units of product j have been allotted. Products   l©∈P with large remaining
processing time are scheduled first.
Algorithm 3. Allotment sequencing problem ASP(j)
Step 1: Initialization
S(j) := ( ), P := Pj ,   âjl := ajl for all l ∈Pj .
Step 2: Assignment
WHILE   P ≠ ∅  DO
Select the product   l©∈P with the largest remaining processing time (including the
manufacturing of the required units of j):
  
l© := arg max
l∈P
max (xl − 1)ajl + Ãajl( )pj + pl ; Ãajl pj + xl pl{ }{ }. Break ties arbitrarily.
   S( j):= S( j)ol© .
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  âjl© := âjl© − 1.
IF   âjl©  = 0 THEN
  xl© := xl© − 1.
  âjl© := ajl© .
IF   xl© = 0  THEN
P:=P\{l'}
END (* IF *).
END (* IF *).
END (* WHILE *). o
Remark 14. The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is 
  
O xj log Pj( ).
Applying Algorithm 3 to ASP(a) in Example 1, we obtain the sequences S(a) =
(C,C,B,C,C,D,D) or S(a) = (C,C,C,B,C,D,D). For both sequences, the assembly of product II
can be started at STII = 8, which is obviously optimal.
Once an allotment sequence S(j) has been generated, we have to determine suitable time
lags between the last operation of a repeat part and the first operations of the parts in
which one or several units of the repeat part have to be built. Let us consider the product
structure shown in Figure 13. If S(j) contains the block sequence 
   
(l1, l1,... , l1
xl1
1 24 34 , l2 , l2 ,... , l2
xl2
1 24 34 ) , we
obtain
(4.8)
  
Tij ,kl1 =
ϑij + max ajl1 , fik
j ,qik
j{ }pij − ϑkl1 + tikj ,  if ajl1 pij ≤ pkl1
ϑij + ajl1 xl1 pij − (xl1 −
qik
j
ajl1
)pkl1 − ϑkl1 + tik
j ,
if ajl1 pij > pkl1  and ajl1 xl1 pij − (xl1 −
qik
j
ajl1
)pkl1 ≥ fik
j pij
ϑij + max ajl1 , fik
j{ }pij − ϑkl1 + tikj ,  otherwise





and
(4.9)
  
Tij ,ml2 =
ϑij + (ajl1 xl1 + max ajl2 , fim
j ,qim
j{ })pij − ϑml2 + timj ,  if ajl2 pij ≤ pml2
ϑij + (ajl1 xl1 + ajl2 xl2 )pij − (xl2 −
qim
j
ajl2
)pml1 − ϑml1 + tim
j ,
if ajl2 pij > pml2  and ajl2 xl2 pij − (xl2 −
qim
j
ajl2
)pml2 ≥ fim
j pij
ϑij + (ajl1 xl1 + max ajl2 , fim
j{ })pij − ϑml1 + timj ,  otherwise





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ajl1 ajl2
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Fig. 13: Product structure
If the allotment sequence S(j) is of a general form, we obtain different formulas for the
time lags for almost every sequence S(j). In this case, appropriate time lags can be deter-
mined by evaluating the Gantt chart (cf. Figure 12) corresponding to S(j).
4.4 Construction of a Multi-Project Network
Having determined minimal and maximal time lags between the start of successive
operations, we can generate a network that corresponds to the make-to-order production
scheduling problem in question. First, we will construct a separate network for each final
product. These individual networks will then be put together to form a multi-project net-
work representing the manufacturing of all ordered products including required sub-
assemblies and components.
The following Algorithm 4 generates networks representing the manufacturing of sin-
gle final products:
Algorithm 4. Construction of an acyclic A-on-N network for final product l
Replace each node j corresponding to a non-purchased product j in the gozinto graph of
product l by the respective sequence of operations. To do so, each operation of job j is
assigned to a node, and the sequence of operations ((i,j),...,(k,j)) that make up job j is repre-
sented by a path <(i,j),...,(k,j)> from the node belonging to the first operation (i,j) to the
node belonging to the last operation (k,j). Weight the arcs with the (positive or negative)
time lags between the start of the incident operations using the formulas developed in
Subsections 4.3 a, b, and c. o
Figure 14 shows the resulting network structure for final product I given by Figure 4.
b
a
A
B
I
(b,1) (b,4) (b,2)
(a,4)
(A,4) (A,3) (A,1)
(B,2) (B,4)
(I,1) (I,3)
Fig. 14: Single final-product network structure
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Next, we construct the multi-project network. This network will contain all single-
product networks generated by Algorithm 4. Furthermore, we have to observe the dead-
lines of the customer orders. Upper bounds on the waiting time during the processing of
products can be modelled using additional maximal time lags. Algorithm 5 describes the
construction of the multi-project network.
Remark 15: In contradiction to Convention 1, a single final-product network constructed
by Algorithm 4 may contain arcs with negative weights outside of cycles. In that case,
dummy activities and auxiliary arcs have to be introduced as shown in Section 3 (cf.
Figures 1 and 2) to obtain an A-on-N network which satisfies Convention 1. This will be
done in the following Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: Construction of the multi-project network.
The set of nodes V of the multi-project network is the union of the node sets of all single
final-product networks and the set consisting of a supersource a  and a supersink w . Thus,
each product, even if built in several final products, will be represented only once.
At the beginning, the set of arcs E of the multi-project network is to be the union of the
arc sets of all single final-product networks. Then we introduce arcs from the supersource
a  to all sources (i,j) of the individual final-product networks as well as arcs from all sinks
(k,l) of the individual final-product networks to the supersink w . The arcs emanating from
a  have weight 0. The weight of each arc <(k,l),w > with final node w  equals the duration of
the terminal operation (k,l).
We introduce dummy activities and auxiliary arcs as shown in Section 3 so that each
backward arc with negative weight (which corresponds to a maximal time lag) belongs to
a cycle.
Products j in which purchased products are directly built will be connected with a  by
an arc < a ,(i,j)> with weight   rj © , where (i,j) is the first operation of job j and j' is the pur-
chased component built in j with the maximum delivery date   rj © .
Figure 15 shows the resulting network structure for the customer orders of Figure 3.
A
(A,4) (A,3) (A,1)
B
(B,2) (B,4)
I
(I,1) (I,3)(b,1) (b,4) (b,2)
b
a
(a,4)
D
(D,2) (D,1) (D,3)
C
(C,1) (C,2)
II
(II,4)
a
w
Fig. 15: Multi-project network structure
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Deadlines dj for ordered products j ˛  J can be represented by maximum time lags   Tα ,kj
max
between the supersource a  and the last operation (k,j) of j. The arc from node (k,j) to node
a  belonging to   Tα ,kj
max  has weight   −(dj − Dkj ) .
To avoid long waiting times between the processing of operations of one and the same
product, we may establish additional time windows as follows. We add a maximal time
lag   Tij ,kj
max  between the first and the last operation of a product j, (i,j) and (k,j), respectively.
By setting
 (4.10)   Tij ,kj
max := 
  
(1 + ε) Dij
Mi ∈M j
∑ − Dk
we can limit the waiting time to   ε ⋅100% of the total processing time of all units of
product j. o
4.5 Formulation and Solution of a Problem of Type RCPSP/max
As shown in Section 3, the multi-project A-on-N network N = <V,E; b> with minimal
and maximal time lags generated by Algorithm 5 gives rise to time constraints of type
  STl − STj ≥ bjl for all < j, l >∈E  where   bjl  is the weight of arc <j,l>.
In addition to the time constraints, there are constraints due to scarce resources. In
manufacturing, different machine types   Mi  can be viewed as renewable resources i (i =
1,...,K). Each operation will require a certain amount of the capacity of any machine type
specified in the schedule of operations. In general, machines employed in make-to-order
production can only process one part at a time. Then the capacity   Ri  of resource i
corresponding to machine type   Mi  is to be equal to the number   mi  of identical machines
of type   Mi . If the machines of type   Mi  are able to carry out   ni  operations in parallel, we
set   Ri := mi ni . For the per-period requirement   rij  of resource i for performing operation (i,j)
we have   rij := 1.
Having determined V, E ,   bjl  for all   < j, l >∈E , the capacities   Ri  of all renewable re-
sources i = 1,...,K and the per-period requirements   rij  for all resources i = 1,...,K and all
products   j ∈ J , we can state a problem of type RCPSP/max which corresponds to the
underlying make-to-order production scheduling problem. That problem can approxima-
tively be solved by applying one of the heuristic algorithms of Brinkmann & Neumann
(1994), Neumann & Zhan (1995), or Zhan (1994). A feasible schedule for RCPSP/max will
allow overlapping operations and non-preemptive processing of operations, and will
guarantee the on-time delivery of all ordered products.
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5. Further Applications of Projects with Maximal Time Lags
In this section, we discuss further applications which require the introduction of maxi-
mal time lags. Basic concepts are summarized in Subsection 5.1. In Subsection 5.2, it will
be shown how to use these concepts to model restrictions occurring in real-life project
planning problems.
5.1 Basic concepts
The following Figures 16-28 describe how to introduce minimal and maximal time lags
to start or to complete activities at the same point in time, to avoid waiting times, or to en-
sure different types of overlappings.
In general, there are several different possibilities of modelling one and the same con-
straint. Our goal is to introduce a minimal number of additional arcs in the underlying
network. Let   A = 1,... ,n{ } be the set of the activities which are affected by the restriction to
be modelled. In what follows, we denote the number of arcs required for modelling the
respective restriction by f(n).
(a) Starting activities at the same point in time
To start each of the activities from   A = 1,... ,n{ } at the same point in time, we have to
connect the corresponding nodes by a null cycle. The orientation of the cycle can be chosen
arbitrarily. Consider the case of three activities i, j, and k (cf. Figure 16).
t
i
j
k
Fig. 16: Activities starting at the same point in time
Then the following equivalence holds:
  
(i) STj − STi ≥ 0
(ii) STk − STj ≥ 0
(iii) STi − STk ≥ 0



⇔ STi = STj = STk .
(i), (ii), and (iii) can be represented by corresponding minimal or maximal time lags of 0
(cf. Figure 17). Since in a cycle the number of arcs equals the number of nodes, we have
f(n) = n.
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0
0 0
i j k
Fig. 17: Time lags ensuring coincident starts
(b) Completing activities at the same point in time
To complete each of the activities from   A = 1,... ,n{ } at the same point in time, we can
use a similar technique as above. If two activities i and j have to be terminated precisely at
the same point in time, the time lag between the start of activities i and j must be equal to
the difference of their durations. In case of a nonnegative difference we introduce a mini-
mal time lag, in case of a negative difference we use a maximal time lag.
Consider the example shown in Figure 18. We have
  
(i) STj − STi ≥ Di − Dj
(ii) STk − STj ≥ Dj − Dk
(iii) STi − STk ≥ Dk − Di



⇔
(i) STj + Dj ≥ (STi + Di )
(ii) STk + Dk ≥ (STj + Dj )
(iii) STi + Di ≥ (STk + Dk )






⇔ STi + Di = STj + Dj = STk + Dk .
t
j
k
i
Fig. 18: Activities completed at the same point in time
Figure 19 shows the corresponding time lags. The number of required arcs is f(n) = n.
i j k
Dk - Di
Di - D j D j - Dk
Fig. 19: Time lags ensuring coincident completions
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(c) Undelayed processing of a set of activities
By an undelayed processing of a set of activities   A = 1,... ,n{ } we mean the successive
execution of all activities from A without any waiting time between two subsequent activi-
ties. Figure 20 shows the undelayed processing of three activities i, j, and k.
j
k
t
i
Fig. 20: Undelayed processing of activities
We assume that there are no precedence relations between the activities from A. The
modelling of undelayed processing is shown in Figure 21. First, we introduce two addi-
tional nodes a  and w . Next, we add an arc from a  to each activity   i ∈A  and an arc from
each activity   i ∈A  to w , where all arcs have weight 0. A fictitious resource r  with
  rρi = 1 (i ∈A)  and   Rρ = 1 is introduced to avoid overlapping activities. Finally, a maximal
time lag of 
  
Di
i∈A
∑  between a  and w  will ensure the undelayed processing of all activities
  i ∈A . In total,   f (n) = 2n + 1 arcs are required.
w
a
i j k
0 0 0
0 0 0
-
(Di + Dj + Dk )
Fig. 21: Time lag ensuring undelayed processing
(d) Undelayed processing of a set of ordered activities
If the activities from   A = 1,... ,n{ } have to be carried out in order   i1, i2 ,... , in, minimal
time lags of   Dν  between any two activities   iν and iν+1 (  ν = 1,... ,n − 1) will model the
prescibed order, whereas a single maximal time lag of 
  
Di
i∈A\ in{ }
∑  between the first activity i1
and the last activity in guarantees the undelayed processing of all activities (cf. Figure 22).
We have f(n) = n.
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i j k
- Di + Dj( )
Tij
min
= D
i
Tjk
min
= Dj
Fig. 22: Time lags ensuring undelayed processing of ordered activities
(e) Total overlapping of two activities
Let   FTi  be the finish time of activity i.
Definition 1. Let Dj £  D i. Activity i is said to be totally overlapping activity j exactly if
  
STj , FTj[ ] ⊆ STi , FTi[ ].
Figure 23 shows three activities i, j, and k, where i is totally overlapping j and j is totally
overlapping k. Since the relation "total overlapping" is transitive, i is totally overlapping k,
too.
i
t
j
k
Fig. 23: Total overlappings
The modelling technique for such totally overlapping activities is based on the follow-
ing equivalence:
  
(i) STj − STi ≤ Di − Dj
(ii) STj − STi ≥ 0

⇔
(i) STi + Di ≥ Dj + STj
(ii) STj ≥ STi


⇔
(i) FTi ≥ FTj
(ii) STj ≥ STi

Since for each total overlapping of two activities we need one minimal and one maxi-
mal time lag, we have f(n) = n (cf. Figure 24).
i j
0
k
0
- (Di - Dj ) - (Dj - Dk)
Fig. 24: Time lags ensuring total overlapping
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(f) Strong partial overlapping of a set of activities
Definition 2. The activities   i ∈A = 1,... ,n{ } are said to be strongly partially overlapping
exactly if 
   
STi , FTi[ ]
i∈A
I ≠ ∅ .
Figure 25 shows three activities i, j, and k which are strongly partially overlapping.
i
t
j
k
Fig. 25: Strongly partially overlapping activities
Let D  be the prescribed minimal length of the overlapping interval 
   
STi , FTi[ ]
i∈A
I
(
  
0 ≤ ∆ ≤ min
i∈A
Di). We introduce an additional activity l with   Dl = 0  (cf. Figure 26). Between
each activity n  and activity l we add a minimal time lag of D  and a maximal time lag of   Dν
(  ν ∈A). For the example of Figure 25 we obtain
  
(i) ∆ ≤ STl − STi ≤ Di
(ii) ∆ ≤ STl − STj ≤ Dj
(iii) ∆ ≤ STl − STk ≤ Dk



⇒
(i© ) STi − STj ≤ Dj − ∆ (iv© ) STj − STk ≤ Dk − ∆
(ii© ) STi − STk ≤ Dk − ∆ (v© ) STk − STi ≤ Di − ∆
(iii© ) STj − STi ≤ Di − ∆ (vi© ) STk − STj ≤ Dj − ∆



Thus, any two activities  ν1, ν2 ∈ i, j,k{ } are carried out simultaneously during at least D
units of time, which implies the overlapping of all activities for at least D  units of time.
Figure 26 shows the corresponding network. The number of required arcs is f(n) = 2n.
i j k
l
D D DDi- - Dj - Dk
Fig. 26: Time lags ensuring strong partial overlapping
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(g) Weak partial overlapping of a set of ordered activities
Definition 3. Activities   i ∈A = 1,... ,n{ } are said to be weakly partially overlapping exactly if
   
STi , FTi[ ]
i∈A
U  represents an interval.
Figure 27 shows three activities i, j, and k which are weakly partially overlapping.
j
t
k
i
Fig. 27: Weakly overlapping activities
Weakly partially overlapping activities can be ordered such that any two successive
activities overlap in time. If the activities from A have to be begun in order   i1, i2 ,... , in,
analogously to the case of undelayed processing, minimal time lags between any two
activities   iν and iν+1 (  ν = 1,... ,n − 1) will model the prescribed order. As shown in Figure
28, the weak partial overlapping can then be obtained by introducing a maximal time lag
of   Dν  between activities   iν and iν+1 (ν = 1,... ,n − 1) . The number of time lags used is
  f (n) = 2(n − 1) .
j ki
- Di - Dj
Tij
min
£ Di Tjk
min
£ D j
Fig. 28: Time lags ensuring weak partial overlapping
Remark 16. If k is totally overlapping j and j is totally overlapping i, this implies that i, j,
k are strongly partially overlapping which further implies that i, j, k are weakly partially
overlapping.
Remark 17. Any modelling technique proposed in this subsection satisfies both the first
and the second part of Assumption 1 established in Section 2. That is, each maximal time
lag corresponds to an arc which belongs to a cycle of nonpositive length.
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5.2  Applications
(a) Chemical industry
During the production of chemical substances, some reaction products tend to be un-
stable. Thus, maximal time lags between chemical reactions have to be taken into account.
For example, in perfume industry, almost all intermediate products cannot be stored
longer than a few days.
(b) Milestones in project management
Milestones are often used in the management of large projects to impose latest finish
times for some subprojects which are performed by a subcontractor. Milestones can be
modelled in the same way as delivery dates in make-to-order production (cf. Section 4).
(c) Time-varying resource requirements for an activity
In problem RCPSP/max constant resource requirements per unit of time are assumed.
In practice, however, the resource requirements often vary with time. To model that case
for activity i, we split i into a sequence of subactivities   (i1, i2 ,... , ini ) such that each
subactivity has time-constant resource requirements. We connect all subactivities by
inserting arcs from   i1  to i2, from i2 to i3 etc. resulting in an ordered set of activities which
have to be performed without any delay. This can be done by applying the technique used
in Subsection 5.1 d.
(d) Time windows for resources
In scheduling construction projects, expensive machines are often hired. Thus, they
should be used only for a short period of time, a so-called time window.
Let   ri ,di[ ] be the time window of resource Mi and Ai be the set of activities j requiring
resource Mi. To model that window, for each activity   j ∈Ai , we have to introduce an arc
<a ,j> from a supersource a  to activity j representing a minimal time lag and a backward
arc <j,a > from j to a  representing a maximal time lag. The weight of arc < a ,j> is ri and the
weight of arc <j,a > is   −(di − Dij ).
Remark 18. If there exists a path from an activity jr to an activity js both requiring the
same resource Mi, where all arcs of the path correspond to minimal time lags, we can drop
the arcs <a ,js> and <jr,a > due to their redundancy.
(e) Minimization of work in process (WIP) by coincident starts and completions
Consider a product structure with repeat parts which are components of several sub-
assemblies. Suppose that these components are purchased standard parts, which will not
be ordered each time they are required for the production of a subassembly. To limit the
work in process (that is, the amount of raw material or intermediate products which have
to be buffered), we may start several assembly operations requiring the same purchased
repeat part simultaneously (such avoiding the stockpiling of the purchased components).
This can be achieved by applying the technique from Subsection 5.1 a.
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Instead, we may ensure that all components or subassemblies required for a given sub-
assembly or final product, respectively, are terminated at the same point in time. In this
way, no component or subassembly will have to be buffered until the start of the assembly
operation. We can model that case by using the technique from Subsection 5.1 b.
(f) Due date meeting for suppliers in just-in-time systems
Just-in-time systems have been introduced by Japanese automotive industry in order to
reduce inventory costs and production lead times. Just-in-time strives for coordinating
activities in a way to occur as they are needed. A major element in just-in-time systems is
just-in-time purchasing. The basic idea behind just-in-time purchasing is to establish
agreements with suppliers to deliver small quantities of material just at the point in time
when they are required (cf. Chase & Aquilano 1989). To avoid large stock of final prod-
ucts, we will be forced to complete orders just-in-time at the given deadline. Such a fixed
completion time   dj  of a job j can be ensured by introducing a minimal and a maximal time
lag of 
  
Tα ,nj
min
= Tα ,nj
max
= dj − Dnj  between the supersource a  of the corresponding multi-pro-
ject network and the start time of the terminal activity nj of job j.
(g) Reduction of fixed processing costs
The different types of overlappings introduced in Subsection 5.1 can be used to avoid
fixed processing costs due to an inefficient utilization of resources. Fixed processing costs
can either be utilization-independent costs for the running of a machine (for example a
kiln which has high running costs regardless how many parts are in progress) or costs for
the setup of a machine (for example a punch press where any replacement of the cutting
tools is time consuming). In the first case, we will be interested in the total overlapping of
operations in order to minimize the machine's running time (cf. Subsection 5.1 e). The
setup time of a machine can be reduced by forcing activities of the same type to be
processed consecutively (undelayed processing or partial overlapping, cf. Subsections 5.1
c, f, and g).
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Conclusions
We have shown that maximal time lags between different activities of a project in addi-
tion to minimal ones can be modelled by a cyclic activity-on-node network. Maximal time
lags play an important role in project scheduling and in production and operations man-
agement. In particular, for modelling and scheduling make-to-order production, a multi-
project network can be constructed. Limited renewable resources (for example, machines),
overlapping operations, and prescribed delivery dates for some parts produced can be
taken into account. The resulting resource-constrained project scheduling problem can
approximately be solved by heuristic procedures with reasonable computational effort.
Aside from make-to-order production, we have discussed a large number of additional
applications of maximal time lags in practice.
Areas of further studies are a detailed empirical analysis of the methods presented for
finding appropriate time lags for general product structures and the construction of "effi-
cient cycle structures" in the resulting multi-project network. A reduction in size of cycle
structures or a partition of such structures into smaller ones, which requires an appropri-
ate updating of arc weights, may result in a considerable reduction of the computational
effort for solving the resource-constrained project scheduling problem. Moreover, the
determination of milestones on an aggregate level (phase 1 of the modelling process for
make-to-order production) could be improved.
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